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Welcome to our
Lockdown Edition
of Budehaven
School Magazine.
The articles included in this special edition
of the school magazine are personal
reflections that some of our students are
currently experiencing.
The majority are Sixth Formers, thrust into
a world of uncertainty earlier this term with
the cancellation of A Level exams replaced
instead by a predicted grade. Others are
from ex-Budehaven students who are at
university, their courses abruptly stopped,
returning home to Bude prematurely.
The social distancing rules have
compounded this as meeting with friends
for a coffee or a drink is not possible.
As I write, the sound of the Lockdown
easing - outside my open window - is
palpable. Cars and camper vans bring
people from all over the country headed to
the beaches this week, a significant Influx to
the South West due to great weather.
The lexicon of ’new normal’ and
‘unprecedented’ has become a vital part of
our linguistic repertoire in the last month
or so.
We are all adjusting: students, teachers,
school leaders. We will be navigating our
way for some time to come.
We hope you enjoy the pieces that our
students have written - they will form part of
a wider Social History Project
(alongside a Facebook Group that we have
launched, ‘Project Lockdown Diaries’) that
will continue for the rest of this year.
Keep safe and well.

Ms Curtis, Editor
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The Lighthouse
Keeper
The wind is wiley and bites my
nose,
As I climb the stairway of rocks They stick out like teeth all eager
for a taste.
I see my pied tower- a sleeping
giant.
Ready to be awakened.
Key and lantern in hand.
I feel like I have the Light of His
world right there
In front of me.
Clicking locks and moaning
doors - they are as
Aged as I am.
There stand those threatening
stairs- they almost reach the sky.
They wind and swirl
Spin and twirl
Stretch and curl
Putting my knees out of place.
Greeted by silence at the top - it
soothes my soul
And the solitude is simply
beautiful.
No banging drums of gossipers
in towns
No Morris dancers drawing in
crowdsNone of that malarkey.
I am with the larks, omniscient to
nature,
I watch so intently it almost
brings a twinkle to my eye.
Yes I watch - I really do -

At nothing. Nothing at all.
I cannot see dolphins running
with white horses,
Nor Ishmael in his coffin
For it is always plagued with
stars.
I cannot be still and cloudbust
soft cotton balls
Nor witness the Tides creating a
steadfast wall,
For the moon - she blankly stares
at me.
Alas, this is all no need for
concern,
I really do not mind.

I have my own power- my secret
- my retreat
To entertain a phantasmagoria of
adventure,
To close my tired eyes and see
exotic pictures Grand African elephants with
cold iron memories,
Panthers creeping behind poor
unsuspecting enemies,
Far warmer seas with American
whalers,
Returning to Nantucket enshrouded by failure,

Cornish pirates battling for
precious ambergris,
Though I only flash that bleached More valued than gold - that
light metal
I am a protector
Is like a leaf from a tree.
I warn the ships of my coasts that
will, immorally, devour
Even the most expensive painted Even though I open my heavy
timber.
eyes back to monotonous
I always let my mind wander.
Reality,
Allow it to create all
I am most satisfied here in my
I could see
tower - guarding my hungry
Had the sun released the flood
rocks
gates of golden rays.
From disorientated sailors,
With the works of my fantasy my uncaged mind - all to keep
You could say it is mournful to
me afloat in these uncertain
not see the
times.
Ceruleans of waters and heavens
By Rosa Coleman
Watch the whale’s breech and
crabs sweeping
The lonely pebbles onshore
Or my own ghostly face with
blank beady eyes
In that dusty old window.
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Racism in the UK
I’m sure that by now, the world will have viewed the
horrific images of the barbarous murder of George
Floyd, and witnessed the worldwide protests that
this has catalysed. Black Lives Matter.
Living in rural Cornwall, many of us may be under
the naive impression that systemic racism is only
a problem in America, and that racism in the UK is
just a feature of our distant past - much of which
we’re not even taught about in school due to an
overwhelmingly white curriculum. A brief online
search enabled me to uncover both our country’s
racist past and present. Although this racial
discrimination may manifest itself in a different way
than it does in America, it does not mean it does
not exist. If we all strive to educate ourselves and
to spark discussions about this issue, we can stop it
from being a part of our future.
For the brief period of time that I was taught about
the British Empire in year 7 History, I was made to
believe that our colonial past was ‘inspiring’ to many
other countries and was informed that The British
Empire ruled 23 per cent of the Earth’s population is
something that I should be proud of. However, I was
seldom made aware of the inhumane trans-Atlantic
slave trade that formed a vital part of our so-called
‘Empire’, and nor was I taught that many of our
landmark British institutions, such as The Bank of
England and the London Docks, were formed as
a result of the wealth accumulated from global
exploitation of slaves. The National Curriculum says
that us as young people are meant to learn about:
“How Britain has influenced, and been influenced
by the wider world”, yet we are taught through
Euro-centric, rose-tinted glasses that shy away
from important discussions on racism in Britain’s
past. I have never once studied a book written
by a black author in my English lessons, or been
taught about inspirational black figures who shaped
our nation, such as Charles R. Drew, who was a
significant influence in the introduction of blood
transfusions to the front lines during the Second
World War, and this needs to change.
If every student in every school was taught about
Britain’s colonial history, the idea that the people
who came here from colonies are immigrants who
‘aren’t really British’ would be eradicated. If we were
taught about other black figures apart from Nelson
Mandela and Martin Luther King Jr, people might
start to understand the vital role that black people,
and all people from ethnic minorities for that
matter, have had in shaping our country including
the Windrush generation who were fundamental
in re-building our cities after the war. Initiatives
such as ‘The Black curriculum’, which aims to
address the lack of Black British history in the UK
Curriculum by teaching Black history to 8-16 years
old all year round, are trying to make Black history
prevalent within the whole national curriculum
and campaigning for ‘students to understand the
diversity of the Black British experience’.

Racism has long infected our politics and is deeply
embedded within our country’s political history.
The majority of our society views Winston Churchill
as a wartime martyr and national hero, yet many
are unaware of - or simply avoid talking about
- his severely racist attitudes. Just one example
of this was his resistance to the de-colonization
of India during the 1930s and 40s, even after it
had become inevitable that it was going to - and
should - happen. As Gandhi’s campaign of peaceful
resistance grew, Churchill announced:
“I hate Indians. They are a beastly people with a
beastly religion.” In 1943, when famine broke out in
Bengal and up to three million people starved to
death, Churchill refused to direct food supplies to
the region.
Churchill also presided over a migration
programme of Forced Transportation Programmes,
which continued well into the 1970s. ‘The forced
migration of children to Australia is a bigger sex
abuse scandal than Jimmy Saville,’ according to
evidence given at the Independent Inquiry into
Child Sexual Abuse (IICSA). Many, some as young as
three, were sent abroad, often having been falsely
told their parents were dead. How many students in
schools know about this?
Surely we should be taught a more objective
account of a so-called ‘national hero’ in schools.
Churchill isn’t the only political figure to have
racist attitudes. In 1968, Enoch Powell, former
Secretary of State for Health for the Conservative
Government, in these infamous words, warned
there would be: “Rivers of Blood” if non-white
immigration was not halted. This quote was later
supported by UKIP leader Nigel Farage in 2014.
In 1978, Margaret Thatcher referred to Britain being:
“Swamped by people with a different culture.”
In more recent politics, our current Prime Minister,
Boris Johnson , continues to refuse to apologise
for referring to black people as: “Piccaninnies”
with “watermelon smile”, and Muslim women as
Letterboxes, due to wearing of a burka, despite
being given multiple opportunities to do so.
Former Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn has
also come under scrutiny for not acting on antiSemitism (the hatred of Jews) within the party.
What is particularly chilling though, is that half of
all the online abuse messages that are sent to
female MPs are sent to black Labour MP Diane
Abbott. Systemic and Institutional racism is clearly
embedded within all political parties.
The 2018 Windrush scandal is another modernday example of the systemic racism within our
society. Between 1948 and 1973, approximately
550,000 people migrated to the UK from the
Caribbean, named the Windrush generation as an
homage to the Empire Windrush ship that was the
first ship to bring workers to the UK in June 1948.
Due to the fact that the Caribbean was still a part

of the British Commonwealth, those who arrived
were automatically British subjects and free to
permanently live and work in the UK without the
need for any documentation. Upon arrival, these
people often suffered extreme racism, with many
being unable to find work, which was the main
reason they had been invited to help re-build the
post-war UK in the first place.
Certain politicians were against this move, with
many MPs writing a letter to the then Prime Minister
Clement Attlee, arguing that unless controls were
introduced on the movement of black British
subjects into Britain, the country would become
an ‘open reception centre’ for immigrants. The
2018 Windrush Scandal emerged as hundreds of
Caribbean immigrants living and working in the
UK since they arrived here as part of the Windrush
generation were wrongly targeted by immigration
enforcement as a result of the government’s
“hostile environment” policy, led by ex-Prime
Minister Theresa May in 2012.
This led to many rightful British citizens being
stopped from working and refused access to
Government services, such as welfare benefits.
Some people were even detained and deported.
The 2012 ‘hostile environment’ policy aimed to
make the UK unliveable for undocumented ‘illegal’
immigrants living in the UK, therefore targeting
many of the Windrush generation who were told
that they did not need documentation to live and
work in the UK. A review published on 19 March
2020 - nearly two years since the scandal hit the
headlines- made clear that the Windrush scandal
was not an accident, but the inevitable result
of policies designed to make life impossible for
those without the right papers. This scandal is far
from over, as for many of those affected, justice
has still not been served, with just a handful of
compensation payments being made by the
Government and the policies that created this
scandal still being in place, even throughout
the Covid-19 pandemic. The review also stated
that the Home Office showed: “Ignorance and
thoughtlessness” with regard to the issue of race
and that the scandal was caused by “profound
institutional failure”.
A recent TV movie, ‘Sitting in Limbo’ focussed on
the victims of this hostile environment. Written by
Stephen Thompson, it is based on the true story
of his brother, Anthony Bryan and his personal
struggle to be accepted as a British citizen during
the Windrush scandal.
Moving away from past historical events to
contemporary politics, the current police powers
of stop and search, first introduced in 1984, has led
to much controversy due to the disproportionately
high incidences of searches among the black
population in comparison to others. According to
the Office or National Statistics (ONS), BAME (Black
and Minority Ethnic) were almost ten times more

likely to be stopped and searched in England
and Wales between April 2018 and March 2019,
with four stop and searches for every 1,000 White
people, compared with 38 for every 1,000 Black
people.
Let’s just think about that. Put it in the context
of racial profiling in every city, in every country,
across the world. You might deduce from this that
black people are more likely to be found guilty of
a crime, hence their higher stop and search rate,
but in 2017, the conviction ratio (the number of
defendants found guilty within a given year for a
certain offence, as a percentage of all defendants
who were prosecuted that year for the same
offence) was highest for defendants in the white
ethnic group, at 85.3%, compared to 78.7% for black
people. Racial discrimination within the police
force cannot continue. The Metropolitan Police’s
Neil Basu has spoken out. In an internal note to
his fellow officers, Basu demanded that the police
must ‘view legitimate anger with care’ and ‘stand up
to racists’. Hopefully this is a sign of change.
I hope that this piece has enlightened you to both
the racist past and present of our country, and
maybe even inspired you to educate yourself
further on this topic and stand as an ally to Black
Lives Matter and other causes. We, the youth,
need to be the driving force of this. Challenge at
every opportunity. That is the only way that we can
eradicate this from our future. Staying quiet is not
enough anymore: educate yourself, educate others
around you, sign petitions and start discussions.
Petitions:
•
•
•

http://chng.it/QP9Qd5TgQf ‘Make white
privilege and systemic racism a compulsory
part of the British education course’
http://chng.it/pW2xDPtDXS ‘The UK
government must condemn Trump’s response
to George Floyd’s murder #speakupBoris’
http://chng.it/d7Psjh7V8R ‘Justice for Breonna
Taylor’

Further reading:
•
•
•
•

‘Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People
About Race’ - Reni Eddo-Lodge
‘Brit(ish): On race, Identity and Belonging’ – Afua
Hirsch
‘I know why the caged bird sings’ – Maya
Angelou
‘Small great things’ – Jodi Picoult

Podcasts:
•
•

‘Code Switch’
‘About race with Reni Eddo-Lodge’

by Emily Pinn.
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Meditations
on Online
Education
“Grandma, what was life like during the Coronavirus
pandemic?”
“Ah, the lockdown!” I respond, “So, there was this game where
you lived on an island and you had to do favours for this
raccoon who you were in horrendous debt to, okay? And
your sole source of income was catching fish and bugs and
digging up fossils, and there was this owl that owned .
a museum…”
“Grandma, Dad said say the word and he’d put you in a home
so I’d stop if I were you. See, I’m doing a history project on the
COVID-19 pandemic for school and -”
“School? You go to - school? In a building?
You got it, but you sit down and tell me what that’s like first.”
The third week of March was something everyone
expected, but no one prepared for. Life as we knew it
transformed literally overnight: one day I sat shoulder to
shoulder with my friends in the common room laughing
at their jokes, the next physical contact, being with peers,
school attendance- all outlawed. I have spent my lockdown
thus far in one of four places: my bed, my desk, my garden,
and a state of denial that protects me from the severity of
the situation. The three steps I take across my bedroom
to ‘get to school’ will become my ‘uphill, both ways’
anecdote to guilt-trip the kids these days of future days
into appreciation. This alone is a situation every student
can recognise, but for first years in educational limbo, the
experience means a little something else.
Two months ago I was in a position that I admittedly took
for granted: in my subjects I was comfortable, surrounded
by the most supportive peers and teachers that I could ask
for help at any point, face to face, without having to start
my sentences with “Hope you’re doing well at this uncertain
time.” Flash forward and I’m fending for myself.
A two year course does not have time for a ‘change your
whole academic technique in case of a global pandemic’
section, so I’m juggling learning the courses and what
works for me- and I’m still about as good at it as real life
juggling, or self-teaching Shakespeare. I’ve been in school
for 13 years now (terrifying). I’ve learned to put my full trust
in teachers who I know want the best for me.

When those same teachers tell you that everything is going
to be okay and you can’t believe them, it’s disheartening to
say the least.
The most valuable item I am taking with me back to school
is some high alcohol content hand sanitiser, but coming in
a close second is the knowledge that face-to-face contact
with my teachers is indispensable to my education. For as
long as I remember if I were stuck in an exam I would read
through the question in my teacher’s voice; visualising it as
if they were posing it to me in a lesson. I’ve realised when I
don’t experience that content taught to me first-hand in an
environment where I’m used to absorbing it, I crumble. Next
June when I take those exams ,whose voice will I tune into?
Mine? Have I not suffered enough? It’s cliché for a reason:
you really don’t know what you have until it’s gone.
Once I get back, I’m never complaining about teachers that
talk too much again.
For me, the most difficult part of online school is
undoubtedly retention. I can get to a point where on
paper I have done everything right: I have studied the
content, watched the videos, handed in the essays, yet I
still walk away from my desk with as much information on
the subject as I sat down with before. The same amount
of work all of a sudden provides wildly different results,
and it’s difficult to maintain your work ethic when you
suddenly need to put in twice the effort to get the same
reward. I don’t like change at the best of times - hell, I
freak when a bus takes a different route - but change with
consequences?
Last year, before taking my GCSEs, my year used to joke/
hope that some freak occurrence would happen, cancelling
our exams and giving us the grades regardless.
One could only dream- that would never happen in real
life, especially not the year after, right? While I don’t envy
the class of 2020’s situation for one second, every Year
12’s worst fear regarding school right now is the sheer
ambiguity of our futures: the rejection from universities
or employment, the amount of the key curriculum that
won’t be taught to us, the: “This is a horrible situation for
all involved. Best of luck!” of it all. And maybe we’ll have
to take summer school to make up for lost time. Maybe
we’ll have to retake the whole year. Maybe uni offers will
be reduced, maybe grade boundaries will be lowered.
Unfortunately they’re just that - a maybe, rumours pleading
to be confirmed.
Year 12’s, it’s perfectly fine to be panicking right now.
We’re young adults with our lives ahead of us, helplessly
watching one government-enforced closure after another,
and we’re begging for just that bit more.

Beth Hiatt, Year 12
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Freedom, Health, and
Politics:
Coronavirus in the USA
The USA: a country often considered at the forefront of modernity yet still cultivating some
antiquated ideas of freedom and individuality that date back to the 18th century.
This is adversely impacting the daily lives of many citizens during the Coronavirus
pandemic. In 1787, the US constitution came fully into effect, granting individual freedoms
and marking a distinct end to the tyrannical rule of George III. Despite the copious changes
in society that have occurred since then, the fact remains that the constitution is still relied
upon during many political debates and protests as a justification for their actions, and the
Coronavirus protests are no exception.
Thousands of US citizens have stepped outdoors, disregarding the lockdown policies of
their states, to protest for their freedoms. Some worry that the economy will collapse if
lockdown continues for too long, an issue that will be faced by countries all over the world,
while governments struggle to find a balance, due to the unprecedented nature
of these events. But why is it that groups of US citizens seem to actively protest
government measures in huge numbers? At the time of writing, 18 states, led by
Republican and Democratic governors, have protested. So why are there so few protests
in other countries?
In the case of the USA, it would appear to be a combination of the constitution and a
fear of communism that stems from the Cold War. The embedded individualism of the
American people has conditioned them to believe that they should be allowed to make
their own decision to isolate or not, rather than the governments directing them. Despite
US lockdown measures being in line with the majority of the world, and certainly less strict
than countries such as Spain and France, individuals feel that they are entitled to do what
they want, when they want. The concept that the longer they spend disobeying the rules,
the longer the rules will be in place seems to have passed them by.
Even more astounding (and terrifying ) are the people that believe the Coronavirus is a
hoax, or overexaggerated, although this seems to be supported by Trump, who tweeted
about liberating the states who protest from lockdown. Considering the USA has had over
1,143,435 cases, which is around a third of all confirmed cases in the world, and 66,189
deaths, the idea of liberation sounds ludicrous to those of us in other countries watching
on.
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Trump’s scepticism is concerning. His influence is considerable, and
his comments are viewed as the truth by many. Trump has, in the last
few weeks, made suggestions that injections of disinfectant into people
could potentially kill the virus. Scientific experts looked on in horror as
he suggested this home remedy… After making this comment, the State
of Maryland experienced over one hundred 911 calls from people who
had taken his advice. Despite later saying that he made these comments
“sarcastically”, the impact could have been catastrophic, causing even
more deaths.
The President also chose to disbelieve the WHO (World Health
Organisation). The WHO suggested that the death rate of those who
contract Coronavirus is around 3.4%. Trump said he had a “hunch” that the
death rate was actually below 1%. The under-exaggeration of statistics
could influence the public’s perception that the lockdown is an overdramatic reaction, again causing more harm than help.
It has been suggested that Trump’s intention is to both save lives and
save the economy, putting him in a strong position going into the Autumn
elections. However, at this moment in time, it is unlikely that his citizens
have a huge amount of faith in his abilities to do either.
Overall, the situation in America appears to be far worse than the situation
in the UK, and yet the reaction to it does not correlate with the severity.
As a nation we should consider ourselves lucky to live in a country where
people are, by and large, following government guidelines, and it will be
interesting to see the development of the Coronavirus in the USA from this
point, and the long lasting effects of avoiding a lockdown.

Eleanor Theakston
2nd May 2020
*all statistics correct at time of writing
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Does COVID 19 Discriminate?
Studies suggest that coronavirus is disproportionately affecting citizens of a BAME (Black, Asian and
ethnic minority) heritage. If the disease doesn’t ‘biologically discriminate’, is the global pandemic
exacerbating existing social and economic inequalities; begging the question ‘are we all really in this
together?’
Following the imposition of Lockdown by the Conservative Government on March 23rd, it soon
became apparent that it wasn’t just biological factors that increased susceptibility to the coronavirus. It
emerged that governmental advice wasn’t so straightforward to follow for those of a lower economic
status. How can supermarket trips be reduced to once a week if you have no storage space or are
living hand to mouth? The impact of this is reflected in the harrowing assertion that the ONS (Office for
National Statistics) made; stating that coronavirus deaths are far higher in poorer areas than in wealthy
areas. Looking at the 20,283 coronavirus deaths between March 1st and April 17, the ONS found that
the mortality rate of the most deprived areas was 55.1 deaths per 100,000 compared with 25.3 per
100,000 in the least deprived areas, almost half.
This bleak statistic highlights the inequality of society but also demonstrates how those most
vulnerable to the disease aren’t receiving sufficient ‘shielding’ from the ‘invisible killer’ and that wealth
influences the pre-disposition of an individual to contract the virus and worse still, be unable to fight
it. However, it has been suggested that wealth and incidence of the disease are linked because of
the increased likelihood of individuals having health problems such as obesity that heighten the
vulnerability of the individual to catching the virus.
Unfortunately, it has begun to emerge that it is much the same story for those from a BAME
background. The virus seems to be exacerbating the inequalities that the BAME community face,
forming part of the wider societal picture, demonstrating the discriminatory nature of society rather
than the disease. It seems abhorrent that ingrained historical perceptions are continuing to influence
who is most at risk from the devastating disease. A study assessed 2000 patients who were critically ill
with the virus, 35 percent of whom were found to be from a Black, Asian or minority background, more
than double their representation in society, at just 14 percent. This disparity indicates that race is still
prevalent within the 21st century, to the extent of determining who is more at risk in a global pandemic.
The first four doctors to die after contracting COVID-19 were Muslim men of an African or Asian
heritage. Commentators point to the catastrophe of the inability to source PPE to protect the very
people that are saving our lives. Others point to the reliance of the NHS on staff from ethnic minorities;
with more than 40 percent of their medical workforce consisting of people of a BAME heritage.
Ethnic minorities are disproportionately dying from a disease that they are also fighting as front-line
healthcare professionals at a far greater proportion than their representation in society.

The international demographic of the NHS was something that the Prime Minister acknowledged in his
video message to the nation following his discharge from hospital, crediting those of many nationalities
with saving his life.
However, it isn’t just Britain experiencing these worrying disparities. America also have the same –
arguably bigger problem - their black community that is a significant minority is also troublingly at
greater risk from contracting the virus as well as experiencing its most devastating outcome. Seventy
percent of coronavirus deaths have been amongst the BAME community in the states of Louisiana
and Chicago, double their representation in the population, which is 32 percent and 30 percent
retrospectively. It is disturbing to know that in two of the most influential, powerful and progressive
countries in the world, these discrepancies still prevail.
However, whilst the figures are undeniable and frank in what they show, justifications for this inequality
have been suggested. Existing human health problems that make susceptibility to the coronavirus
higher (such as diabetes) are thought to be of greater prevalence among the BAME community and
consequently they are at disproportionate vulnerability to the virus. Additionally, BAME families are
more likely to live in crowded, multi-generational households than the white population. This increases
exposure as well as inability to self-isolate or protect those who are especially vulnerable such as the
elderly. It is also thought that a disproportionate number of the BAME population are key workers,
indicating that they aren’t at home and are more likely to come into contact with the virus and take it
home to their families. Whilst these reasons might have truth, do they also cultivate and allow these
inequalities to prevail by justifying and ‘proving’ why they exist?
There is growing evidence exposing the coronavirus’ danger amongst BAME communities emerging
both in the form of data and amongst health officials alike. Dr Chaand Nagpaul, head of the British
Medical Association stated: “At face value, it seems hard to see how this can be random.” The
government has been – and continues to be at time of writing - under growing pressure to respond.
Downing Street’s Chief Medical Officer, Professor Chris Witty, has commissioned Public Health England
to investigate the reasons for the greater prevalence of COVID-19 among ethnic minorities and as a
result, which communities need protecting. Although some professionals such as academic clinician
Dr Manish Pareek, are calling for more, suggesting that this inequality should: “directly and urgently
inform public health interventions globally.”
Despite everyone – regardless of race or social class - being given the same government advice to:
“Stay Home, protect the NHS and Save Lives”; it seems that these non-biological factors influence not
only our ability to adhere to them but also the chance of contracting COVID-19. Therefore, whilst the
coronavirus doesn’t necessarily discriminate, societal inequalities are being exaggerated by the virus,
suggesting perhaps that actually, we aren’t all in this together.

By Marie Poole

Return of Schools
At the time of writing, English secondary schools aren’t set to return until July
1st at the earliest. This is a huge concern, but saving lives is undoubtedly the
priority.
From a personal perspective, it’s obviously frustrating that my education has
been ended prematurely and disappointing that nobody had a proper chance
to say goodbye for the last time. Although, when the choice is between
saying goodbye to my classmates or saying goodbye to vulnerable people
for good, there really is only one option…
Without doubt, the return to school will not be normal or easy for anyone.
Even in September, I would not expect anyone to return to school or
University in a normal way, and will be, without doubt, quite dystopian. I’m
sure this will be a difficult transition for everybody. I am certainly not looking
forward to more socially-distanced education, it will be damaging in so many
ways and it seems very daunting…
However, It’s worth remembering that students aren’t the only ones
experiencing difficulty in lockdown. Teachers have been asked to grade
and rank order their exam students (Year 11 and Year 13) so as to determine
their qualifications, a massive and important task which I certainly wouldn’t
want to do. Having spoken to some teachers, they all agree this is very, very
hard. Amongst students, this has been a hot topic of discussion, whatever
the outcome there will always be some who are left disappointed, a cause
of great worry and discomfort amongst many. There is, of course, also the
option of sitting an exam in A Level subjects which might suit some, but not
others.
That said, there are many that are overjoyed their exams have been
cancelled, which seems rational at first. But think. Do you really want to skip a
few weeks of school and the exams you’ve been building up to for years, but
have to isolate from your family for months, see hundreds and thousands of
people die and watch the global economy tank?
I’d rather take the exam…

Tom Horn
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Coming Home
Just some thoughts and experiences of a returning university student:
Coming home from University early was in many ways a relief. Knowing now
that my exams won’t count on my final transcript, and no longer having to
take the dreaded Russian oral exam, has removed a lot of the pressure. I
have more time, I get to be with my family, my girlfriend, and to appreciate
the natural benefits of living in Cornwall.
Not having the motivation of impending exams inevitably makes it more
difficult to study and improve, especially when the idea of relaxing is just too
tempting. It is up to us even more than before to be responsible for our own
learning.
Next academic year should be my year abroad. If it goes ahead, I will not
see friends again who I expected to spend another term with. If it doesn’t go
ahead, or if it starts late, the main aim of my course, fluency in two foreign
languages, may not even become a reality. I am supposed to start study
at the University of Yaroslavl in September, but with Coronavirus cases
only just beginning to accelerate in Russia, it looks likely this won’t happen.
Unfortunately, you can’t move complete immersion in a foreign language
online.However, more than anything, this whole situation has just shown me
how lucky I am.
Teaching and exams can still go ahead in Summer Term, which would
not have been possible all that long ago, and would not be feasible with
more practical courses. I am not in my final year, facing the prospect of not
graduating. I have somewhere I can stay.
I am not alone in isolation. I am not in a high-risk demographic and so have
very little fear for my own health. I live in a place where I can go for a long
walk straight from my doorstep. I am not forced to work to stay afloat. I do
not have to make life or death decisions every day.
Yes, this pandemic has affected us all, but it is important for the more
fortunate of us not to exaggerate our own inconveniences, and in doing so
forget those who are suffering or have died, or those who make immense
sacrifices every day to keep people alive and to keep society running.

Shaun Foster is an ex-student at Budehaven Community School.
He is now studying at Kings College, Cambridge.

SAVAGES!
A Short Story - Part 1
THE STRANGER
Deep in the forest, a traveling salesman trudged along a muddy, cobblestone track.
A cold, spiteful wind pierced his face. Through the whisperings of the rustling trees; he
heard voices. He stumbled down; picking up all of his satchels, he looked up to find a
dozen or more arrowheads pointed right at him. “Lay down your belongings traveller.” A
tattooed stranger scowled at him “Hand over your treasures or face death.” The salesman
stuttered, for he had no treasure nor gold. Trembling, he spoke “For i have no treasure
or anything valuable to you.” The stranger seemed to take a moment to ponder his next
move. He frowned then spat in the salesman’s face. “Then you die.” He let an arrow fly.
Blood sat on near by grass; as the man’s body fell to the ground. The stranger didn’t seem
to show any sigh of remorse; he kicked the corpse than he and the rest of the bandits
disappeared into the woods.
THE GIRL
A young girl sat, perched upon a treetop. She was lost in a world of her own imagination.
Her name was Harper Catherine Sycamore. Whilst sat atop the tree, she spotted
something in the corner of her eye. The girl touched what seemed to be a tattooed
symbol of a tree on her arm. Jumping down from the treetops, she edged towards what
seemed to be a traveller. The girl froze as she spotted a crimson red covering the nearby
grass. They seemed to be dead. She wasn’t exactly sure if she was right or not but, she
didn’t really want to go any closer. The sound of hurried footsteps echoed through the
forest. She shrunk into the bushes. She held her breath, when she saw a figure wandering
the path. “Harper?” cried the wanderer “Harper where are you?”
She relaxed herself for it twas only Elijah. Elijah was the son of the tribe’s healer, he was a
wise, athletic boy who would step up as the next healer when his father resigned or fell in
battle. “Harper? Where are you Harper?”
She stepped forward showing herself.
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ELIHJAH
Elijah tracked through the forest. Carrying a dim lit lantern. He whistled a sweet tune to
allow himself to relax. He was quite a brave boy, until it came to the dark. Elijah had feared
the dark since he was a little child. It made him feel so alone and distant from all he loved
and cared for. He wasn’t in a pleasant mood for the rest of his tribe had tasked him with
seeking out his friend Harper. Elijah would have been fine with finding her any other day
but, she just had to get lost during the evening. When he had left the clan’s hideout at
least the sun had still been out. By now though it was only an amount of time before the
sun disappeared. He carried on walking the dirt covered pathway when he saw something
laying on the path ahead. He squinted then carried on. Elijah came closer and stopped.
In his tracks lay a dead body. It didn’t seem to be Harper which was a relief. “Harper?” he
cried out for the sun was bidding it’s farewells “Harper? Where are you Harper?”
A rustling from the bushes and then Harper emerged.
HARPER
Harper stared at the lifeless corpse sprawled in front of her and Elijah. She wanted to
touch it with a twig to make sure it was dead. “How long do you think it’s been here?” Elijah
examined the body. “It looks pretty fresh to me” They both stared at each other, as if they
were waiting for the other to jab it with a dagger or something. Elijah stood back up, “We
should head back soon” Harper stared at the body. “C’mon.” Elijah tugged at Harper’s
hand “It’s getting late.” There was fear in his voice. The light was gone, all that was left was
the lantern emitting a sullied glow.
Harper fixed her gaze to the body. “Should we move it off the path,” asked Harper “Or take
it back with us?” Elijah looked at the body considering what to do. Harper didn’t exactly
want to lug a dead corpse back to camp (that was a good way away)
She thought of the tribe’s reaction when they saw her and Elijah bringing home a dead
body.
Harper remembered fables her grandpa had told her about dead spirits becoming sad if
they weren’t given a proper send off. She remembered how he had said if they weren’t,
they’d be in this world forever causing unfortunate things to happen to people nearby.
“Lets take it back,” Harper said as she got up “It needs a proper sendoff.”
Elijah nodded and they grimaced as they hoisted the dead body up.
They then ambled their way back to the hideout, struggling to haul the body alone.

To be continued...
By Issari Waltho Y7

The second peak of Covid-19 in Europe

Right Wing Populism
Prior to the coronavirus pandemic, there has been a resurgence of right-wing, nationalist-populist political
parties in Europe, predominantly due to the European migrant crisis. Countries such as Spain, Germany and
France have been witnessing the rise of these populist parties and their accompanying nationalism.
For clarity, the European Union is a group of 28 countries which are part of a political and economic group.
The EU has freedom of movement meaning citizens and their family may move around and live freely within
the EU, as well as work. In terms of refugees, if they obtain protection in one EU country, they may not travel
to another EU country for more than three months or to work, until they obtain citizenship in an EU country.
Some hopelessly optimistic commentators cling to the fairy-tale vision that as we - across Europe - unite
against this silent assailant, the virus of modern European populism will be eradicated from our ranks
eternally. They envisage Nick Clegg and Far Right Salvini skipping into the sunset together, enthusiastically
exchanging visions of borders of most positively splendid porosity.
Here’s why that probably won’t happen:
Delicate, weaker economies in Sub Saharan Africa and the Middle East that will struggle to get back up after
being floored by the economic impacts of Covid-19, may experience political unrest in fragile states. Weaker
healthcare systems are present due to pre-existing civil wars which are animated by a reduction in peacekeeping and diplomacy due to Covid-19 snatching governments’ focus.
We have seen this during the Ebola outbreak in Uganda and cholera in Zimbabwe. Will the next migrant
crisis be provoked by the search for healthcare?
A ticking, crisis-shaped time bomb, Libya has 150,000 internally displaced people on the western coastline
which is effectively the Heathrow of migrant vessels with an already established infrastructure for human
trafficking. With only four percent of its hospitals fully functional at a high capacity, the combination of
Covid-19 and ferocious conflict in Tripoli are two highly volatile compounds ready to react. It’s no wonder
that in response, Malta has already pleaded with the EU for a 100million Euro aid package to counter a
humanitarian disaster..
A common theme in the European right-wing populist’s handbook is the scapegoating of minority groups
outside of the dominant group, in order to instill fear. These deadly identity politics were immediately
unleashed by Matteo Salvini and Jean Marie Le Pen who were quick to put the blame onto foreigners for the
crisis. It’s precisely this toxic rhetoric that Salvini revels in spreading in order to coax citizens into clinging to
borders as symbols of national welfare. The failings of European governments to cope with the pandemic
will lead to blaming migrants for the pandemic and battered economies, turning Europe into a petri-dish,
perfect for the growth of populism and nationalism.
The paving slabs of science and expertise have acted as a vaccine to stifle European populism momentarily. However, it is inexorable that the populist weeds will rear their ugly heads through the cracks
in the aftermath. Populists will seek to exploit the lack of competence and expertise of the government,
attempting to destroy trust between the government and the people and make them question authority.
The towering number of deaths in Europe, comparatively with the rest of the world, severely undermines the
scientific expertise of the European governments. Populists will exploit this, blowing on the embers of public
anger, creating a blaze of fury and anti-establishment attitudes. Furthermore, a full scientific consensus is
preternatural. Science is constantly changing with dynamicity- this is music to a populist’s ears. Genuine
scientific disagreements and changes can be manipulated and warped in a cunning and grotesque manner
to portray the government as incompetent.
Glimmering and filled with discipline, the beastly manner in which the more authoritarian Eastern
governments have eased their way out of this crisis could be the strong evidence that populist figures need
to sway the electorate. Additionally, social science shows there is a positive correlation between prevalence
of disease and nationalist political views: “Openness to experience” reduces, and this trait is negatively
correlated with authoritarian-nationalism. Historical proof of this occurred after the Spanish flu when
nationalism rose considerably...
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Turmoil within the EU
in the form of a schism
between the North and
the South has recently
occurred over the
‘coronabonds’ debtsharing scheme. Salvini
- along with other populists
- can stoke the embers of
Euroscepticism and exploit
the populist idea of a corrupt
elite if the more miserly
Northern countries refuse to
assist them. Splintering through
the EU, cracks are appearing and
with the currently more paternalistic,
self-absorbed nation states focussing
on internal matters, it’s a win-win for the
populists: either they stoke the fires of societal
injustice against the corrupt European project, or
the project disintegrates entirely and a transition to more bitter,
nationalist and independent countries provides an environment for right wing populism to flourish.
As soon as coronavirus landed on Europe’s shores, Jean Marie Le Pen of Rassemblement National was
demonising immigrants and attacking: “The religion of the border-lessness” of the EU. With the 2022
elections looming, Le Pen’s surge has already been kick-started by the disintegration of Macron’s popularity
post gilets jaunes protests and a fresh wave of anti-immigration, nationalism and euroscepticism could act as
a catalyst.
Populism is a corpse, some critics declare; coronavirus has killed it. But these critics critically underestimate
the chameleon-esque capacity for populists to mutate their rhetoric to the current political climate and
new political selection pressures. Never down and out, they could prise apart societal chasms as the socioeconomic impacts ravage the poor exponentially harder than the rich.
In fact, the current European lockdown measures only act as a means for the promotion of insularity,
xenophobia and nationalistic attitudes. Borders are portrayed as personal protective plastic screens.
With the reduction in international connectivity, that notably exacerbated the transmission of the virus,
European countries are closing up like a patch of tulips at night. The right-wing populists have solid
footing, defending and normalising nationalism and decreased European connectivity. Hygiene and fear of
outside contamination also encourage a “disgust sensitivity” which according to social scientists dampens
personality traits associated with liberal political views.
With a plethora of unique opportunities, the populists loom like vultures ready to scavenge the electorate,
post-pandemic. We are a herd of tired, wounded and emotional prey under the keen eyes of a predatory
Salvini and Le Pen, keen to divide, exploit and manipulate us. It is imperative that we do not allow these
predators against liberal democracy to water the seeds of xenophobia embedded within society and storm
around like hurricanes whipping up fires of hate and distrust whilst simultaneously raining down vociferously
upon migrants.

By Cayden Gill

Budehaven TALKS
Budehaven Community School is an amazing place with a good reputation most of the young people in the local community attend our school.
Every half term, the school showcases a series of lectures called ‘Budehaven
Talks’, which are a platform for a teacher, or an external visitor from the wider Bude
community. The presentation is held in the Sixth Form common room and is hosted by
a member of staff.
There were several Budehaven talks held before lockdown in 2020.
Luckily, I was able to attend two of these:
The Autism talk by Head of Psychology, Mr Kavanagh and an ‘Employability’ Talk
by Clair Roberts who runs The Kitchen Front by the Wharf near Bude canal.

The Autism Talk. Mr Kavanagh

Mr Kavanagh, who is Head of Psychology, presented a really interesting talk on autism.
It was full of useful facts and examples. The talk explored how Humans have studied
Autism. It was very interesting to learn more about the actual history of Autism. For
example, it wasn’t until the 1980’s that it began to be diagnosed more fully.
The Japanese author Naoki Higishada said: ‘Each person with Autism is as unique as
any other.’ I learnt so much in this talk and how it affects many people, and the different
ways in which it is a part of people’s everyday lives.

The Employability Talk. Clair Roberts

Clair is an artist and business woman. She runs clay painting workshops at The Kitchen
Front in Bude. The talk was excellent and I learnt a great deal about what employers
are looking for and what employability skills are. For example: the way we present
ourselves; how we communicate; our passion, confidence and skills is vitally important
when presenting ourselves to future employers. Claire also told the audience how
failing is the best way to learn. If you fear failure you will not succeed, as you are too
busy worrying about failing to try to learn something new.
Both of these talks taught me something new about myself and also other people.
I found them fascinating to listen to and I took some of the things I have learned into
many different areas of my life.
I can highly recommend the Budehaven Talks to anyone who is interested in learning
beyond the classroom, whatever year you are in.
Check the Budehaven Website for a list of the proposed Budehaven Talks from
September.
http://www.budehaven.cornwall.sch.uk/most-able-programme

By Issari Waltho (Year 7)
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Attempting to find self-contentment
in a time of uncertainty.
For the first time in living memory I have almost no ability to predict or influence what my future
holds. We are all at the mercy of a virus that has fundamentally changed the peacetime zeitgeist of
freedom and increasing opportunity. I await further instruction on my prospects from a department
over 250 miles away in Cambridge, the university at which I have spent the majority of my time since
early October last year. My aim with this account is not to illicit sorrow or create a motif of nostalgia
for my nest of books and articles in the college library, but rather to express ideas about how life
has changed, and perhaps ways in which we can embrace ‘lockdown lifestyle’. I acknowledge that
unfortunately, university publications have been inundated with laments from students who feel that
their final term has been snatched from them, bereft of motivation and hope after their plans for a
term of May Balls, cricket and croquet on the paddocks and plunging into the river that snakes from
the city centre out to Granchester under the East-Anglian sun were dashed. Instead, I realise that I
am in an enormously privileged position to be back in Cornwall, surrounded by space and natural
beauty, thus my loss of a term at university is somewhat minor in the grander scheme of the loss of
life that tragically will occur over the next few months.
However, that does not mean I can’t reflect on how life has changed. The transition from home to
university, little did I realise, was not simply a transition in life but really an alteration into an entirely
different milieu altogether. My life for the last few years has been rapidly-paced, and Cambridge
accentuated this intensity. The pressure that the university places on you is actually something I will
miss; the expectancy to juggle sport, social life and the enormous workload, the assumption that you
be charming and entertaining at a formal dinner with academics before heading back to the library to

finish your essay in the early hours of the morning; the presumption that you will see your mate’s play
one night but console another friend the next, during their times of stress and homesickness.
I have never been told that I’m wrong so many times as at university but for some reason I relish this
because it provides the next step in life.
So, for the first time in my life, this intensity has been halted, the pressure has been lifted. The East of
England enclave of social excitement and academic rigour seems even more distant than before.
Yet that does not mean there aren’t features of home life that I treasure. I now take each day slower.
I value lacing up my trainers for my daily exercise rather than viewing a jog as necessary exercise
to keep on top of before moving onto the next task. Assuming my family and I stay healthy, I can
attempt to learn a new language or instrument, spend valuable time with my parents and younger
brother before I leave Cornwall more permanently once my education comes to an end, read the
books and watch the films that I’ve always promised myself I would. Undoubtedly, I’ll be ecstatic
the moment this is all over, overwhelmed with admiration for the key workers who are fighting this
battle from the front line, rather than from their sofas. I will relish my time at university more than ever
before, but it seems futile to rage against the virtual shackles that have been placed on our liberty,
even though it’s frustrating that life may never be quite the same again. We can see this Lockdown
period as enforced wet play or unprecedented free time. I think we should view it as the latter.

Linus Uhlig is a former student of Budehaven Community School.
He is now studying History and Politics at Emmanuel College, Cambridge.

Lockdown Photography Competition
Some of the entries so far...
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Until we meet again.
Raindrops clung tightly on to the window as we hurled
along the tracks at 80mph. Hedges and trees too blurred
to make out any detail served as the foreground to an
otherwise dull landscape of murky grey skies. It’s difficult to
even approximate the thoughts in my head as I sat on the
train home from London that drizzling Tuesday morning.
Just days earlier, I was living my fruitful and varied life as a
student musician in London, visiting concert halls, famous
city landmarks and other treats that the capital had to offer
us. So how could all this be stripped away from me so
suddenly? The realisation of this came to my mind staring
out of the Great Western Railway carriage window on the
Paddington to Exeter route, a homeward bound journey I
had not been expecting to take for at least a fortnight, to a
place I had been planning on staying for three weeks, not
months…
To rub salt into the wound, it had been an exciting week
at the Royal Academy of Music, with three months’ worth
of work ready to be paid off in the last few weeks of term.
On top of chipping away at my usual studies during the
day, there were thrilling extra-curricular musical delights
to be devoured in this week. Monday saw the premiere
of my piece that I had been working on for months, “Duel:
for Viola and Cello”, performed by myself and my two
good friends Melissa and Jess. People packed in tightly to
the Angela Burgess Recital Hall to listen to new works by
Academy composition students in the termly Composers’
Platform concert. Before we went on to perform, I
remember joking that if I sped the tempo up a notch, we
might be able to get to the bar before 8pm. If I had known
that just over a week later we would all be sent home from
university, I would have chosen a tempo so slow that we
would still be playing together now.
Tuesday had in store a performance of the Bach St John
Passion at the Barbican Centre on the other side of London,
with my good friend and fellow composer, Elliot. Now, in
this modern day, a two-hour Bach oratorio is arguably a
testing listen, especially an evening weekday performance
after the majority of the audience have been to work, so
this may explain why I unsurprisingly found myself nodding
off a little bit during the concert. If I’d have known that was
the last concert I would go to for what I imagine is the rest
of the year, I would have savoured every last note.
On Wednesday, myself and my colleagues went to
support our friend Becky as her piece was workshopped in
the String Orchestra project. Her piece was based upon the
duel from the film “Deliverance”, which reminded me, and
hopefully others of Mr Barnes and Mr Proudfoot recreating
this scene every year in our Budehaven Christmas
Concerts. Sadly, it was the last composition workshop we
would get to do for the rest of the year.
A production of Massenet’s Cherubin by the Royal
Academy Opera was a delightful way to finish the week of
study on Thursday, before using my Friday evening to visit
Regents Street to try and get my phone fixed at the Apple
store, and treat myself to a new book from Foyles.

I was relieved that after a busy week, my only plans when
I woke up on Saturday were to go and buy some cheese
for the cheeseboard I planned on making for Melissa’s
birthday party at my friend’s flat in Marylebone. News
headline of the day: Apple are to close all of their stores
worldwide. Whether I was naïve or unsurprised, I can’t
remember, but I thought nothing of it, except that it was
lucky I went to get my phone checked out the day before.
Was I really completely unaware that the pandemic was
creeping ever closer to consume and completely alter all
of our lives, so wrapped up in normal life I failed to notice
what these closures were going to lead to?
That weekend, the concern that the general public had for
the pandemic situation was definitely increasing, although
it still felt like the elephant in the room (or the elephant
on the Tube) the entire time. At this point, there was no
requirement to socially distance, but you could tell that the
possibility of this becoming a reality was in everybody’s
minds. Still, we all crammed into the tube carriages like
sardines. Regardless, I headed to Oxford Street via Hyde
Park to try and get some after-dinner nibbles for the
following day’s birthday gathering.
Stores were open. Smells of street food sweetened
the air, hungering eager shoppers. Buskers wailed their
saxophones against a grainy backing track pumping from a
tiny portable speaker just for a few pennies. Oxford Street
had life. I got what I needed, and on Sunday afternoon
headed round to our friend’s flat for a roast dinner fit for
fifteen…
It was such a pleasant, social occasion - the whole group
chatting, drinking and enjoying the company of each and
every one of us; it was lovely. As well as this, we knew
we couldn’t go “too heavy” (interpret as you will) as the
termly exam was the next day, when we would all cram
into the giant hall for an hour and a half to take the same
test (nothing changes, students!). While I was in the kitchen
helping friends wash up, we heard the most tremendous
cheer erupt from the living room. We’d all simultaneously
received an email informing us that the exam was
cancelled. Corks popped. Glasses clinked. Music loudened.
What began as a humble birthday dinner escalated into a
glorious celebration of cancellation and, what we believed
to be, freedom. Tears of relief were shed… That evening
turned into one of the happiest social occasions of my
time so far at RAM, with joy and festivity taking hold of the
evening.
Sunday night turned into Monday morning (as it often
does…) and we woke to a gorgeous sunny day. The weather
had turned over its calendar a few pages too far, with
London no longer frozen in a drizzly spring. The signs of
our first London summer were beginning to shine. With all
academic plans thrown out of the window, but the campus
building still open, the saturated colours of the fauna of
Regents Park was the most tempting place for us to go
on this blazing day, to soak up the sun, the wildlife, our
freedom.

Now, by this point, Covid-19 was a very real situation,
but having your friends around you, your safety net of
contacts and security, makes the uncertainty exciting;
you feel invincible. What should have been a harsh
warning about cancellations still to come was not met
with disappointment and sorrow, but buzzing amounts of
energy growing from our new reality. Surrounded by your
friends, the unknown is not as frightening, and it is easier to
live in a misconception of what was occurring around us.
Melissa and I walked back to our halls of residence
together that Monday evening, discussing what we might
do next. Our university wasn’t closed, but at the same
time, the mass event of First Years being in the same room
together was deemed too much of a health risk to be
allowed to go ahead. What would happen to our classes?
We talked about what we could do with the rest of our
term in London if we didn’t have to go to any more classes.
We then received the same email. Our classes were to
be moved online. All remaining concerts and workshops
were to be cancelled, and that the building itself was about
to become redundant. Suddenly, the true reality of the
upcoming pandemic set in.
This wasn’t going to turn into the freedom from our sudden
end to studies that we were looking forward to. The natural
place for us all to go to understand and compartmentalise
all of our thoughts would be our homes. Melissa called
her parents to discuss the situation with them, and I
called mine. I booked a train ticket home for the following
morning, and that was that. I went back to my room,
packed essential things into my suitcase, and got in touch
with my friends to see what they were doing.
There was no planned get-together to say “goodbye”
and “see you next term”. There was no celebratory end
of semester drinks. No plans could be made because
we were all heading home. Very few of us got to say
goodbye in the short time we were able to, and we haven’t
seen each other since the birthday dinner, in what we
didn’t realise to be the last time we would see each other
for months. On that rainy Tuesday morning, I went to
Paddington station, boarded my train and headed home to
Cornwall, not knowing what would happen next.
RAM - being the renowned institution that it is - attracts
people from all over the world, causing difficulties for
friends who live overseas. Elliot, mentioned earlier,
is in Singapore at the moment. Some are in Australia.
Some are housed in all corners of Europe. Some are in
the US, suffering from the destructive, blasé attitude of
Donald Trump, who some may argue has dealt with the
coronavirus far worse than our government. Some couldn’t
afford to get home so spontaneously, so are residing with
friends impermanently in the UK. As covid-19 spreads
across the world, so did we; spread out, far apart and
across the world.
Of course, this is all written from the most privileged
position I could imagine myself to be in. I am not a keyworker or in the care sector. I am not part of the army of
frontline nurses and doctors working tireless shifts to save

thousands of lives. I have not been infected with COVID-19,
the most deadly threat to our lives during my lifetime.
Therefore, I don’t wish for my pandemic musings to be
interpreted as a complaint, or for you to think they carry
any feeling of injustice. The coronavirus situation for me is
simply very disappointing, and I am lucky to feel just that;
disappointment.
What I am fearful for is the future of the industry I have
locked myself into via the Arts Degree I’m studying. What
if the naïve attitude of “everything will be fine” and “it won’t
happen to us” I assumed just a few days before suddenly
being sent home, is applying itself to my outlook on
the arts’ security during this pandemic. I am still looking
forward to returning to live performances “as I knew it” at
some point soon, but the reality may be that these theatres
and concert halls I am familiar with are facing enormous
future struggles. A great attraction to university life in
London for me was the rich culture of the West End and
various live music events from all cultures on every corner,
something you don’t get anywhere else. If fifty percent of
these institutions are lost by the time I return, will this put
off the next generation of Arts students from coming to
London to study?
I’ve visited the Royal Albert Hall on many occasions, even
reviewed a concert from the BBC Proms (which sadly we
have lost the majority of this year) for Budehaven School
Magazine, but I recently read that due to their entirely
self-supported funding, with no significant government
backing, the Albert Hall’s future looks extremely bleak.
This would be a huge loss to performing musicians of all
kinds. Some will argue that the cultural significance of a
place like the RAH will not allow it to sink into an unusable
state, but the pandemic is unprecedented for modern
times, and I fear more shocks to the system may be in
store. If you’re interested in reading more about what the
arts needs to do to adapt to a world inclusive of Covid-19,
feel free to search up Jonathan Irons’ article for Medium.
com entitled “How much culture do you want?”, who
explains the possibilities far better than I can.
With luck, my self-indulgent reflections on how we were
forced to come home from university might be somewhat
relatable to anyone who feels disappointed in the sudden
alteration to their lives. The life of culture and performance
that I was able to indulge in London, even if it does feel like
some sort of dream now.
We must all remain positive and united during these times.
We should make the way we dealt with our individual
lockdown challenges something to be proud of when we
are all able to gather once more for concerts, cafes and
friends. Until we meet again.

Thomas Marples
Tom Marples is an ex-Budehaven Student, and will
continue to study and create music at the Royal Academy
of Music.
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